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Abstract: Evaluation of Internet of Things (IoT) technologies
in real life has scaled the enumeration of data in huge volumes
and that too with high velocity, and thus a new issue has come into
picture that is of management & analytics of this BIG IOT
STREAM data. In order to optimize the performance of the IoT
Machines and services provided by the vendors, industry is giving
high priority to analyze this big IoT Stream Data for surviving in
the competitive global environment. Thses analysis are done
through number of applications using various Data Analytics
Framework, which require obtaining the valuable information
intelligently from a large amount of real-time produced data. This
paper, discusses the challenges and issues faced by distributed
stream analytics frameworks at the data processing level and tries
to recommend a possible a Scalable Framework to adapt with the
volume and velocity of Big IoT Stream Data. Experiments focus
on evaluating the performance of three Distributed Stream
Analytics Here Analytics frameworks, namely Apache Spark,
Splunk and Apache Storm are being evaluated over large steam
IoT data on latency & throughput as parameters in respect to
concurrency. The outcome of the paper is to find the best possible
existing framework and recommend a possible scalable
framework.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The rate at which the use of IoT machine and the amount of
real time information are increasing, it is becoming more
difficult to access insights that are valuable from all of this
data. It is because of this the sustainability of current data
analytics solutions is a concern, for eg[1]
1. What will happen if the frequency of data sending and
the number of devices were to increase by a factor of
ten or even hundred and many more?
2. Will the ability to meet the deadline suffer as the
number of devices increases or if the frequency of data
collection changes?
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There is a crucial need of a data analytics framework that can
process stream data of millions of events in seconds with low
latency and high throughput.
This paper aims to assess the performance of existing Data
Analytics frameworks namely, Splunk, Apache Spark, Apace
Storm, on similar parameters and environment, with the
following contributions:
 Performance issues due to big IoT data to stream
analytics
 Comparative performance evaluation of all 3 with
various performance parameter
 Characterization of the impact of several experimental
parameters on the overall performance.
A. Characteristics of IoT Data
IoT data is generally different from big data. In order to have
better understanding needs of IoT data analysis, we need to
explore the properties of IoT data and their differences from
general big data [2]. IoT data has the following
characteristics:
 Large-scale streaming data: The infinite nodes &
devices to capture data are distributed and deployed
demographically and distinct and distant places, for
IoT applications, which continuously generate large
amounts of data streams.
 Heterogeneity: Various IoT data collection devices
collect different types of information, resulting in
data heterogeneity.
 Time and spatial correlation: In most IoT
applications, sensor devices are connected to
specific locations, so each data item has a location
and timestamp.
 High noise data: As the tuple of information per node
is small in IoT applications, many of these data may
be subject to errors and noise during acquisition and
transmission.
These characteristics of IoT data imposes new challenges for
analytics tools to process and analysis the data at massive
scales (millions of sensors, thousands of events per second)
and require large computational resources to accommodate
the analytics needs.
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B. Streaming Analytics
It enables organizations to analyze data as soon as it is
available with the nodes, before being stored in the
database. Stream analysis can help organizations to
discover new business opportunities, high and fast customer
connections, and revenue streams to increase profits. In a
Streaming Analytics environment, data is processed before
it reaches the database [3]
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II. PERFORMANCE CHALLENGES OF STREAM
ANALYTICS
Big data flow analysis is especially important when it comes
to getting useful knowledge from current events so that
organizations can react quickly to problems or find new
trends that help improve their performance [4]. However, due
to the nature of the big data streams, there are some challenges
such as scalability, integration, fault tolerance, timeliness,
consistency, heterogeneity, load balancing, privacy issues and
accuracy.
1. Scalability: It is the ability of the system to adapt to
the ever-increasing demands of data processing. To
support big data processing, different platforms use
different forms of file extension. One of the main
challenges in big data stream analysis is the scalability
issue. Big data streams are experiencing exponential
growth in a much faster way than computing resources.
Therefore, research is needed to develop scalable
frameworks to accommodate data flow computing
models, effective resource allocation strategies and
parallelization issues to address the growing data
scale. [4].
a. Scalability issue
i. Whenever there is point of scalability of any
IoT analytics platforms there are certain
constraints in the product itself like powerBi
and Apache Splunk products support
distributed horizontal scaling of resources
under a single processing and analytics
engine. For example if an analytics engine
can process 10 thousand instructions per
second, no matter whatever resources
required by the engine to process data, that
means after reaching the product limitation
there will be no relevance of increasing
hardware resource beyond the limitation
ii. Whenever there is a single processing engine
on top of distributed scalable environment, it
will not increase latency and throughput of
analytics engine even if we increase the
hardware resources.
iii. Even if there are free resources in the
hardware and the analytics engine is not
exceeded by the limit still if we increase the
hardware resources it will not optimize the
latency and throughput for better processing
and analytics of stream data.
2. Memory: While processing real time data, memory
consumption vary with respect to programming
language that we choose to for Big data processing
and analytics of different kernel platforms.
3. Concurrency: Huge IoT Data can be handled by
increasing the number of concurrent consuming
resources, which will be a problem for single
analytics engine because a single analytics engine
needs more CPU threads and cores to accept the data
concurrently.
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III. EXPERIMENT SETUP
A. In response to the growing demand for big data stream
analysis, open source communities and enterprise
technology vendors have developed many alternative big
data flow solutions. The top 3 big data stream analytics
tools, which are being tested in this paper are:
a. Apache Spark
b. Splunk
c. Apache Storm
B. To compare the performance of above 3, intended
Distributed Stream Analytics Framework (DSAF) we
measure end-to-end latency (Latency is an important
measure for IoT analytics to evaluate the “real-time”
nature of processing, as with other streaming
applications. Lower the latency, faster the ability to
process and make fast decisions) for each tuple in
variation with concurrency, and calculate the average
latency [5] in desired time slices. We generate the latency
results obtained by Storm, Splunk and Spark Streaming
respectively; using 2, 5 and 8 worker nodes. Two
parameters which are being analyzed are Latency and
Concurrency
C. Assumption:
▪ Concurrency will vary from 10 packets to 40
packets
▪ Latency monitoring time is varying from 20 Sec to
5 Minute.
D. Machine Configuration:
▪ Processor: Intel Xeon CPU E5-2670 running at
2.40GHz
▪ CPU has 4 cores, each core has 2 threads
(hyper-threading).
▪ 8GB memory.
▪ Operating System RHEL 7.5
▪ Data Size: Live streamed data
▪ Data source: Spark.org, Splunk.com, Hadoop.com,
Twitter.com
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Latency Evaluation
To compare the performance of intended DSAFs in terms of
latency, we measure end-to-end latency for each tuple, and
calculate the average latency in desired time slices. Stream
Data used for latency analysis is obtained from various logs of
Streaming Data, for a particular input rate (1 k tuple/s) we
have performed experiments on all three DSAFs by different
number of worker nodes. In Figs. 1 and 9 we can see the
latency results obtained by Storm, Splunk and Spark
Streaming respectively; using 2 and 8 worker nodes.
[i] Latency calculation, on Storm Framework with
variable note size
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Fig. 1: Latency on Storm Framework with 2-Node
Fig. 5: Latency on Splunk Framework with 5-Node

Fig. 2: Latency on Storm Framework with 5-Node
Fig. 6: Latency on Splunk Framework with 8-Node
[iii] Latency calculation, on Spark Framework with
Variable note size

Fig. 3: Latency on Storm Framework with 8-Node
[ii] Latency calculation, on Splunk Framework with
Variable note size

Fig. 7: Latency on Spark Framework with 2-Node

Fig. 8: Latency on Spark Framework with 5-Node
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Fig. 10: Latency analysis of 3 DSAF’s over Load
Scalability
Latency of splunk is linear to the other two DSAF’s when the
load is less as the concurrent load is increased, Splunk
outperforms the other DSAF’s namely Storm and Spark.
V. CONCLUSION
By performing the above experiments over each of the
frameworks studied here with their challenges and issues, we
can conclude that Spark Streaming has much low latency and
it provides higher throughput compared to other analytics
framework. Though it can be concluded that Spark Streaming
outperforms Splunk and Storm in terms of latency. While
Splunk performs slightly better than other in term of load
scalability In order to address the issues of optimizing latency
and concurrency we will propose a new Portable Auto Scaling
Big Data Analytics Framework; there performance can be
tuned in order to minimize processing time and less resource
consumption with zero down time to meet the growing need
of data processing and analytics of large volume data set.
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